
REFUNDS IN THE 
PROJECT “SWORD OF 

CHAOS” (RU)



Translation:
Made refund for 2290 

Rub

Did one more for 
7000 Rub

Got all money spent 
for weekend back

S10



S10

Translation:
iTunes Operator 
says that refund 

was made for 
14000 Rub

Keep using 
refunds



S10



S10

Here is part of 

Apple support 

answer for player



S10



S10



S10

Translation:
Message about 
refunding 2290 

Rub

Refunded 19870 
Rub



S10

Translation:

Here is the refund 
for 7490 Rub



S10



S10

Translation:
Here is the refund 

for 3500 Rub

And 1150 Rub 
refund



S13 (ЛИЛИТ)

Here is how he 
showed it by 
himself (he 

didn’t know that 
this info is 
useful for 

developer =).



S13 (ЛИЛИТ)

Here is the 
payment history 
at iTunes. This is 
one of current 
players who 

make refunds.



Here are 
players from 
S10 who 
made refunds. 
Their 
conversation 
is listed 
above.



     PROBLEM              DECISION
▪ We get such messages very often. And as we are 

playing the game – we see refunders by 

ourselves. It brings disbalance. It makes your 

Team to loose money. It makes your profit lower 

day-to-day. It makes other players to loose 

interest to the project. 

▪ BUT! There is no legal way to do something with 

all these fraudsters… 

▪ Team to be able to “fix” this in legal way – is to 

add “Terms of use” & “Privacy Policy” to main 

title of the game (just hide it under button 

somewhere)

▪ Also these things should be added to Official 

Website. It will give a lot of instruments for the 

Team if there any trials will happen.



TERMS OF USE 
AND 
PRIVACY POLICY

Project Team can use this free website to create “Terms Of Use And Privacy Policy”

https://www.freeprivacypolicy.com/free-privacy-policy-generator.php

It will make creating needed info in right and comfortable way



WHAT WILL IT GIVE TO THE 
PROJECT TEAM?

▪It removes the responsibility from the 
Team
▪It gives some additional tools for doing 
ANYthing with no user agreement (ban 
etc…)



DEVELOPER AGREEMENT

▪Chinese 

▪English

▪Russian

▪English



DEVELOPER 
AGREEMENT

You can find a lot of useful info in these agreements for the Team… There are a lot of info about 

in-app purchases and refunds also. The Team need to know it. Because it lets each to know their right 

before player. And it is very useful for operators of support-team. It will help them to talk to players 

in more comfortable way.



Here is my chat with Google 

Support about refunds and 

ways to control it somehow.

I was surprised finding out 

that there is way to control 

EACH refund with no asking 

Google Team to give this 

info. The SoC Team as 

developer has it’s own tool 

to see all transactions from 

Google. And it shows 

refunds also.

The file is clickable (it is 

WORD-document.



P.S.:
I really love the game and would love it to get better and better. And I 

believe the day of it’s triumph will come. Will try to do my best and to 

help to the Team with all my heart and abilities.

Best regards, XaNyMaNyWkA (Andrey)


